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‘ Patented May 1, 1951 ' 2,550,920 

Joseph Arthur?ilbert, Gainsborough,‘ England; 
assignorlto RosexBrothers (Gainsborough) .Lime 
item‘: Gainsborough’; Englandiz a Britishzprcomsrr _ 

Application OctoberB, 194e,‘;seriarmi rooms,“ 
’ In Great‘ Britain October’ 1011945 I“ ' 

4 Claims-r; (0!. 93—2) 

Thisfinvention relates to = machines for-wrap- ' 
ping razor blades orlother articles requiring :sim-- 
ilar manipulation (hereinafter»-~ referred~ to as 
“blades’ly, and‘ more particularly to‘ the (feeding-1 
of: the-bladesto the-Lwrapping’elements- of 'such- 5;, 
machines; 
According tothe invention, there is provided a » 

wrapping» machine» wherein- the -blades are‘- fedw 
from‘ all source-of supply by“ an intermittently; ro 
tatable transfer-member comprising ‘two or more 
feeding members each adapted ‘in turn to “seize la» 
bladeefrom the- source‘ of supply‘ and transfer it 
to the»; wrapping elements;- , Preferably; thear 
rangement» is such that one- feeding» member 
seizesa blade ‘from-the source “ of supply‘ at the ~ 
same time-as’ another?feeding member ~ delivers 
its; bladeto the wrapping elements." The transfer < 
member‘ vmay ~ comprise three, four, v six,- ‘eight; or; 
more » feeding members and-‘‘ there » may- be ar 
ranged, between-the‘ source ofwsupply-rand the 
wrapping» elements» one or-- more intermediate 

‘ stations at which further functionsare~performed 
asthe-blades» pass: For'instance; there may’ be 
a detecting-station at which the presence orab 
sence'of-a-blade‘is determinedby a detectingv de- ~35. 
vice-which; upon detecting‘ the absenceof a blade 
fromany- feeding ‘member, operates ' a ‘ mechanism - 
for removing the faulty packagefrom- the» ma 

' chine. 

The feedingmembers on the transfer member 
may-‘be:v arranged to --picl§-=up> the ~ blades ~by sue; 
tion, or- magnetically-j; or‘ in- any~~ other‘ suitablev ' 
manner; and means- may {be i provided-i A for“ strip~ 
ping-“the blade from the-feeding-member as»_~it~is~ 
deliveredito the wrapping elements. Such-strip 
ping means may comprise a blast of’ air directed Y‘ 
down-accentral nozzle. in the feeding‘ member, or: 
lthereimayu beprovided avpair ‘of-stripping ?ngers 
arliang?dto hold the blade in position as the.~ 
feeding,‘ member is withdrawn,afterhdelivering the-T 
blade ‘ 

Thersourpe? ofgsupply; ofgbladesi may; beam. the; 
form-of paimagazinejcontainine anstackiof blades, 
thabla-des being fedsihglv from; the base. of;_the:, 
magazineon to asuitabla uidinememberlfr which there-are nickesilup?niiurn bathe feeding 

members. 
The invention has._-been found particularlyzusez - 

ful?asapplied to‘ the Wrapping of razorbladeshbyli 
2» machine-0f the ‘Same general. ;ki,migas;;tnat,~degl 
scribed; in, my copending ., United States ‘I Appilicap ' 
tiqn Sex-‘No. 646,152,5?1e'd February?, mallow, 
Patent No, 2,545,273, March 13,‘ 1951;’ correspond? 
inato BritishhPatent Application No- 2194/6: 
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?leulianuarzyu?i, 1.9%,( ‘)Such anvapplicationgoié as 
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theilinventiona will‘ now: be described; by‘ way: of: 
example, withz'reference to the accompanying diam 
grammatic drawings, in which, 
Figure 1:is a plan view» of a 1301131011201‘ arazon 

blade wrapping machine, showing the blade-feeder‘ 
ing station, 

Figure 2 is a part-sectional elevation of'the’ ape 
paratus-shownin Figure 1,‘ viewedjin thedirec 
tion'ofthe-arrow lin'Figure 1; and: 
Figure -3 \isaa conventional ‘section of ‘a portion; 

of" ‘the, apparatus i shown in; Figure I‘, viewed in~v 
thendirectionuof the arrow-21in ‘Figure 1; 

Inv general, the ‘wrapping machine.‘ comprises » a: 
pocket wheel ‘ I I- formed; with“ a series of ,7 pockets ‘7 

,f, l2w-of- a; size appropriate to-itheblades I3,v the; 
pocket wheel ll being caused to rotate through’ 
a portion“ of a-revolution-at a time soiasito :bring 
eachlpocket l2~te rest. in turnat each of-aiseries 
of ‘stations disposed ' around the periphery :of the: 
pocket wheel. During'each rest‘period‘of the} 
pocket>wheel1lh an operation performedllata 
each station, andwin this. manneria completely.’ 
wrapped’ blade=isdelivered at the delivery station 
at each movement ofvthe pocket-wheel. ‘ 
The -- mechanism a at “the '- blade-feeding I station 

willlnow be described,’ reference-being madetol 
the abovementioned speci?cation for further dew-i 
tails: of- thegeneral construction and operationiofi 
the machine, as-a wholefif required; 
The blades» l3-are fed from the base of\'a=maga 

zine?" l 4 ‘by a- pusher» member I 6 arranged to slide=~ 
in a» track I‘! formingypartr of theimainzframew» 
work of the ‘machine; the pusher- I6 being recip-z 
rocated‘by-means of‘ a: two-armed‘lever l8, l3, 
pivoted at 2|, the-arm l8 being-‘connected'to‘the» 

' pusher/16 by means of I a pivoted-link 22, while~ 
the arm l9icarries~a freelywmounted roller->23“ 
arranged‘ to bearaga-inst the-face of a rotatable 
cam 24 secured to a shaft 26 which is arranged: 
to-berotated in timed'relationship with the pocket 

' wheel “I l. Thepusher-ml? carries theqblades-l3 toi 
a position- adjacent‘ a rotatable transfer member “ 
21; which is formedewith four radial feeding-mem 
bers 28:;each arranged'in turn to-pickup ablade; 
from'the pusher-I6. 
The transfermember 21‘ is attached to a sleeve 

29 at the base of which is_for_me_d:the slotted ‘meal-‘z. 
her. 3 I of re, {Geneva m?chanism. _ The’ sleeve 29. is, 
formed; Withran' annular ‘groove, 32 and ‘ is freely, 
mounted on aisleevepvalve 33 itself freely. mounted} 
01.1 ,aicentralf supportinglpillar 34 attached 1 to a. 
boss 36 forming part ofpthe main framework of; 
the: machine. Thesleevevalve 33 is alsovformedp, 
with b an annular: groove n .31 a for: av purpose. to be; 

, describedrlater, 
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Arranged in engagement with the recess 32 is 
a pair of shoes 38 freely mounted in a forked arm 
39 of a two-armed lever 39, 4|, the arm 4| being 
provided with a freely mounted cam roller 42 ar 
ranged to bear against the face of a rotatable 
cam 43 secured to a cam shaft 44 driven in timed 
relationship with the pocket wheel ||. The slot 
ted member 3| is arranged in engagement with 
the crank member 46 of the Geneva mechanism 
which is freely mounted on a stationary shaft 41 
secured in the main framework of the machine. 
The crank member 46 is of su?icient depth to 
allow of axial movement of the sleeve 29 by the' 
lever 39, 4|. The Geneva mechanism is driven 
by means of a bevel gear 48 secured to the crank 
member 46 and arranged in engagement with a 
further bevel gear 49 attached to a shaft 50 ar 
ranged to be driven in timed relationship with 
the pocket wheel I |. 
The feeding members 28 are each formed with 

a‘, suction nozzle, 5| 7 to which suction is applied 
through ports 52 in the feeding members 28, a 
suction chamber 53 formed in the sleeve valve 
33, and ports 54 leading to a central suction 
chamber 55 formed in the pillar 34, suction be 
ing applied to the chamber 55 by means of a 
pump in known manner. 
-In.operation, as veach pocket |2 , (to which a 

liner and wrapper has previously been supplied) , 
of the pocket wheel I loomes to rest at therblade 
feeding station, a blade I3 is delivered to the 
pocket by a feeding member 28 at the same time 
as a further blade is picked up from the pusher 
l6. bythe suction nozzle 5| of the diametrically 
opposed feeding member 28 in the following man 
ner. 

As the pocket wheel I | comes to rest, the pusher 
l6 also comes to rest in its forward position, 
after removing a blade from the base of the mag 
azine I4, and at this time the transfer member 
2'! is just coming to rest after completing a quar 
ter of a revolution under the in?uence of the Ge 
neva mechanism 3!, 45, with opposed feeding 
members 28 immediately above the adjacent 
pocket l2 and the blade I3 on the pusher l6, re 
spectively, andthe transfer member 21 is just 
approaching the bottom of its downward move- , 
merit under the influence of the cam 43 and the 
two-armed lever, 39, 4|, which serves to recip 
rocate the sleeve 29 in timed relationship with 
the, movement of the pocket wheel I | at the same 
time as the sleeve 29 is being rotated by the Ge 
neva mechansms 3|, 46. In the drawings, the 
transfer member 27 is shown in its lowermost 
position where one feeding member ‘28 is about 
to vpick up a blade from the pusher I6 and the 
opposing feeding member 28 is about to deliver 
its blade to the adjacent pocket |2 of the pocket 
wheel H. > 

The sleeve valve 33 is also arranged for axial 
movement under the influence of a two-armed 
lever 66, 61, pivoted at 68, the arm 36 being forked 
and provided with a pair of shoes arranged to 
run in the annular groove 31, while the arm 61 
is provided with a freely mounted cam roller 69 
arranged to bear against the face of a rotatable 
cam ‘H secured to the shaft 44. The shape of 
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the ‘suction chamber 53 and the timing of the > 
cam “H are such that suction is ap'plied'to the 
ports 52 a little before the nozzle El'descen'ds on 
to the blade IS on the pusher' l6 and continues 
until the blade is delivered into thev pocket I2 
when the port 52 in the adjacent'feeding mem 

70 

ber 28 is cut off from the chamber '53"by fur- 1 
ther movement of the sleeve valve ‘33, such move 
ment continuing until a pressure port 8|‘in'the 

4 
sleeve valve 33 lies in register with the bore of 
a blast pipe 82 extending through the walls of 
the sleeve valve 33, and being fed with air under 
pressure from any convenient source. It will 
thus be seen that, as the blade is delivered to the 
pocket l2, it is removed from the nozzle 5| by a 
blast of air from the blast pipe 82. 

Substantially simultaneously with the delivery 
of the blade l3 into the pocket l2, the sleeve 29 
again starts to move upwardly under the influ 
ence of the cam 43 to cause the feeding member 
28 adjacent the pocket wheel to lift clear of the 
pocket I2 and the upstanding wrapper, and the 
opposing feeding member 28 to lift a blade clear 
of the pusher l6, and as soon as the feeding mem 
bers 28 are clear, the transfer member 21 and 
thepocket wheel H are caused once more to ro 
tate through a portion of a revolution and the 
cycle of operations is repeated, the pusher l6 
being withdrawn and moved forward to carry an 
other blade |3 into the feeding position during 
each movement of the transfer member 21. 
As mentioned above, the transfer member 21 

is caused to move through a quarter of a revolu 
tion for each movement of the pocket wheel || 

been picked up from the pusher I6, it is brought 
to rest at an intermediate station before being 
carried on to the pocket |2 of the pocket wheel. 
The intermediate station is utilised as a detect 
ing station, and immediately the feeding mem 
ber 28 comes to rest at the detecting station, a 
two-armed detecting lever 12, 13, pivoted at 14, 
is allowed to rock under the in?uence of a spring 
76 by a rotatable cam Tl operating in timed re 
lationship with the rotation of the transfer mem 
ber 21. The rocking of the detecting lever 12, 73, 
causes a detector '18 on the arm 12 to move into 
contact with the blade, and if for any reason a 
blade is not present, the detector 18 moves be- Y 
yond the plane normally occupied by the blade 
|3 into a suitable recess formed in the nozzle 5|, 
the excess movement causing the arm 13 to op 
erate a micro switch 19 which, in turn, brings 
into operation a delayed action mechanism vfor 
removing the empty package from the pocket 
wheel at a later stage. Such a mechanism is 
fully described in the above-mentioned speci?ca- , 
tion. 

I claim: 
1. A device for feeding razor blades or like 

articles from a source of supply to a wrapping 
machine, comprising a cylindrical supporting 
column, an intermittently rotatable suction 
transfer member rotatably mounted on said col 
umn and slidable thereon in axial directions, 
said transfer member being formed with at least 
two feeding members provided with suction pas 
sages and each adapted in turn to seize an ar 
ticle by suction‘ contact with its upper surface 
and transfer it to the machine, the feeding 
members being so arranged that as one seizes 
an article another delivers an article, a suction 
passage in said column, a sleeve valve arranged 
concentrically with said column between said 
column and said transfer member, means for re 
ciprocating the sleeve valve on said column 
for controlling the application of suction to said 
feeding members, means for moving said trans 
fer member alternately in opposite axial direc 
tions so as ?rstly to move it into seizing and 
delivering position and then to lift it clear of 
the ‘source of supply and the machine; and 
means for rotating said transfer member after 

75 the seizing of "each article to 'e?ect the'tran'sfer. " 
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2. A device according to claim 1, comprising a 
Geneva mechanism for rotating the transfer 
member, the Geneva mechanism including .a 
slotted member secured to the transfer member 

. for axial movement therewith and being of such 
dimensions as to allow the axial movement of 
the transfer member while maintaining engage 
ment between the two members of the Geneva 
mechanism. ’ 

3. A machine for wrapping razor blades or like 
articles, comprising a cylindrical supporting col 
umn, an intermittently rotatable suction trans 
fer member rotatably mounted on said column 
and slidable thereon in axial directions, said 
transfer member being formed with at least two 
feeding members provided with suction passages 

10 

at a detecting station between the seizing and 
transfer stations to detect the absence of a 
blade from said feeding member and upon such 
detection to operate a delayed action mechanism 
for removing from the pocket of the pocketed 
member at a later stage the empty package re 
sulting from the failure of the feeding member 
to transfer a blade to the pocket. 

4. A machine according to claim 3, comprising 
a Geneva mechanism for rotating the transfer 
member, the Geneva mechanism including a 
slotted member secured to the transfer mem 
ber for axial movement therewith and being of 

' such dimensions as to allow the axial move 
15 ment of the transfer member while maintaining 

. engagement between the two members of the 

and each adapted in turn to seize an article by - 
suction contact with its upper surface and trans 
fer it to the machine, the feeding members be 
ing so arranged that as one seizes an article 
another delivers an article, a suction passage 
in said column, a sleeve valve arranged concen 
trically with said column between said column 
and said transfer member, means for recipro 
cating the sleeve valve on said column for con 
trolling application of suction to said feeding 
members, means for moving said transfer mem 
ber alternately in opposite axial directions so 
as ?rstly to move it into seizing and delivering 
position and then to lift it clear of the source 
of supply and the machine, means for rotating 
said transfer member after the seizing of each 
article to transfer the article to a pocket of a 
movable pocketed member to which a wrapper 
has been previously applied, means for folding 
the wrapper about the article to form a wrapped 
package, and a detecting mechanism operable 
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Geneva mechanism. 

JOSEPH ARTHUR GILBERT. 
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